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 MESSAGE     FROM     UR4AZ     PRESIDENT,  YALE     WISHNICK 
 UNDERSTANDING     BIG     GOVERNMENT     REPUBLICANS 

 If     the     Republican     Party     is     to     become     a  ‘small     government”  conservative     organization,     it     must     return     to     Jeffersonian     Thinking. 
 This     means     ending     the     national     bureaucracy     and     reviving     our     federal     republic,     where     the     central     government     has     very     few     powers 
 over     the     States.     To     do     this,     we     must     examine     how     the     Republican     Party     became     supportive     of     a     powerful     national     government     and 
 a  massive     number     of     unelected     bureaucrats.  We     must     have     a     clear-eyed     investigation     of     our     country’s     history     to     distinguish     fact 
 from     fiction     and     reclaim     the     small     government     principles     of     Jeffersonian     Thinking.       From     the     inauguration     of     Thomas     Jefferson     as 
 our     third     President     to     the     presidency     of     Abraham     Lincoln     in     1860,     the     national     government     did     not     grow     but     actually     reduced     in 
 size.     During     this     period,     the     Jefferson-Republican     Party     followed     the     Founding     Generation’s     fundamental     belief     in     federalism. 
 Efforts     to     expand     the     national     government     were     continually     vetoed     by     Jeffersonian     Presidents     who     understood     the     enumerated 
 powers     strictly     limited     the     national     government’s     authority.     The     enumerated     powers     are     the  specific     rights     granted  to  Congress     in 
 Article     1,     Section     8     of     the     Constitution.  Constitutional  phrases,     such     as     “Implied     powers”     and     the     “necessary     and     proper” 
 clause,     only     referred     to     the     enumerated     powers     and     did     not     intend     to     expand     the     national     government’s     authority     according     to     the 
 speeches     and     letters     of     the     Founding     Generation.     The     Founders     were     clear     that  all     powers     not     stated     explicitly     in     the     Constitution 
 belonged     to     the     States.  So     what     happened?     Why     was     Jeffersonian     Republicanism     replaced     with     a     completely     different     set     of 
 Republican     values     and     beliefs?     The     answer     goes     back     to     the     Washington     administration     battle     between     Jefferson,     who     supported 
 federalism,     a     compact     between     the     States     and     the     federal     government,     and     Hamilton,     who     endorsed     a  powerful  central,     national 
 government.      Over     the     years,     followers     of     Hamilton     continually     advocated     for     a     robust     central     government,     transforming 
 themselves     into     what     became     known     as     the     radical     Republicans.     As     tensions     increased     between     the     North     and     the     South,     this     new 
 Republican     force     saw     an     opportunity     to     take     power     and     control     the     government.      With     the     election     of     Lincoln,     all     remnants     of 
 Jeffersonian     Republicans     were     purged     from     the     Party,     and     the     big     government     GOP     was     solidified.     Lincoln     was     able     to     complete 
 the     vision     of     Hamilton     by     punishing     anyone     who     disagreed     with     the     national     government’s     political,     economic,     and     social     policies. 
 The     partnership     between     the     States     and     the     national     government     had     ended,     making     way     for     a     completely     new     interpretation     of     the 
 Constitution,     an     interpretation     which     crushed     any     semblance     of     States     Rights.  Honoring     Lincoln  We     now  see     the     results;     a 
 powerful     national     government     that     controls     almost     every     aspect     of     our     lives.     This     could     only     have     happened     with     the     support     of     the 
 Republican     Party.     Today,     the     Republican     Party     honors     Abraham     Lincoln     for     replacing     States     Rights     and     local     control     with     a 
 national     government     that     demands     obedience     from     the     American     people.     Every     year     Republican     Clubs     and     organizations     hold     a 
 Lincoln-Reagan     event      pretending     the     two     Presidents     had     the     same     values     and     beliefs.       Again,     if     the     Republican     Party     is     to 
 become     a     “small     government”     conservative     organization,     it     must     return     to     Jeffersonian     Thinking.     We     must     demand     from     our 
 Republican     Candidates     that     they     will     propose     and     support     legislation     to     dismantle     the     national     bureaucracy.     We     must     demand 
 accountability     for     our     contributions     to     the     GOP     and     candidates.  Finally,     in     the     Jeffersonian     tradition,  we     must     be     prepared     to 
 educate,     advocate,     organize,     and     mobilize     our     communities     to  reject     local     and     state     policies     that     limit     our     liberty     and     our     ability     to 
 govern     our     lives.  If     you     are     prepared     to     do     this,     attend     the     UR4AZ     Tuesday     meetings     to     restore     Jeffersonian     values     and     beliefs     to 
 the     Republican     Party.     We     no     longer     have     the     luxury     to     complain     and     expect     others     to     restore     our     federal     republic.     No     one     will     save 
 us  .  Individually     and     together     we     are     responsible!  Next     month     I     will     discuss     slavery     and     how     it     was  used     to     manipulate     the 
 deaths     of     close     to     a     million     Americans     in     the     War     between     the     States     that     did     not     have     to     happen. 

 ***UR4AZ      ACTIVITIES     -     ATTEND     THE     MEETINGS     or     Call     Office     for     more     details      520/777-7645*** 
 *BABIES     DESERVE     CHOICES     TOO  10:30  Cindy     Walton-Sparks  Fourth     Tuesday 

 *  BROWN     BAG     LUNCHEON  NOON  Every     Thursday 
 *COMMUNITY     COUNCIL  11:00     -  Eileen     Wilson  First     &     3rd  Tuesday 

 *LADIES     TEA     @     3  3:00     PM  Judy     Alkire  First     Wednesday 
 *LASER     TARGET     PRACTICE     –     MEMBERS     ONLY  10:00-11:30  Michael     Wilson,  2nd     &     Fourth     Monday 

 *MEMBER     MONTHLY      MEETING  11:00     -  Yale     Wishnick  First  Thursday 
 *MEN’S     ROUNDTABLE  3:00     PM  Paul     Fitch  4th     Wednesday 

 *PATRIOTS     RISE  9:00  Sylvia     Rhodes-Blakely     &     Alan  Knight  EVERY      Saturday 

 *POLITICAL     CAUCUS  11:00  –  Angie     Anderson  2nd     &     4th  Tuesday 
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